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About This Game

You are an aspiring paranormal investigator eager to join the Spook Inspectors Paranormal Society (SIPS). Your task is to
investigate allegedly haunted locations - ranging from old restaurants such as Green-Eyed Jack's Steakhouse to the abandoned

19th century Andechs Mine - to find evidence of paranormal activity using a variety of devices. The Spook Inspectors describe
themselves as a "scientific organization", although their logo of a sheet ghost has led to a certain skepticism about that claim. So

have some of their antics.

Key Features:

 Work your way up the ranks for a rewarding career with the Spook Inspectors.

 First-person 3D gameplay.

 Variety and replay value. Randomly-generated paranormal activity.

 Detailed setting with a history. There are dozens of locations planned, each with a backstory.

For video content creators worried about the EU's Article 13: I grant permission to make gameplay videos of this game for
Youtube, Twitch, or any other venue. In fact, please do.
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the spook inspectors

I bought this game without really understanding what it was about. Thought it was going to be more interactive in the world than
simply creating elements. That isn't the case, but still not a bad game. If you love achievements, this is a good game to purchase.
Fun and easy to complete.. Alright let me get the good out of the way because ther's a lot to talk about:

First, the gameplay, two thumbs up for me. I found that if you're dying over and over again, there's somthing you're not doing
right, you need ALL the ablilities and firepower you can get, unlike a lot of games where it kinda just remains unused until a
hard boss fight where you go "oh that's right i had THIS power". You need everything you can to survie, and it shows a lot of
thought and testing went into it.

Second, the horde mode i found to be fun. Not the best one i've ever played, but fun. Enjoyable, play the story missions up to
the last one before horde mode otherwise you won't know what you're doing.

Lastly, the boss fights, i loved them. They really do make you use everything you've learnt up to that point to just try to stay
alive, and if you want to beat it, you're gonna need to figure out a way. It's so satisfying to beat them however, unlike a lot of
games where the boss is a bullet sponge and can't really hurt you unless you're in the way of it's one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t attack.

BUT if I had one MAJOR complaint about this game (and I do) it's this: what seems to be the last level is absolute garbage and
it made me not want to play the game ever again.

Now, I'll block out the spoiler, up to you if you want to read it, but if you don't want anything spoiled let me just say this: the
last level wasn't "too difficult" I went into it wanting a really meaty challenge, but that isn't what the last level is, instead, it's just
trolling the player.

 so for the last level (from what i could tell i couldn't get past it) all of your abilities and powers except for a shield are taken
away. Instead it turns into a survival horror maze game where you have to get a bunch of glowy balls to put into a big glowy ball
in the center of the maze. You start in the center, and have to explore the surrounding maze to find the glowy balls. In the maze
are insta-death monsters who screech really loudly and are essentially a jumpscare death. You have a flashlight to see the
monsters ahead of you, because otherwise you can only see a small radius around you, but they can also see the flashlight and
will chase you. Also they're much faster, so it isn't as much of a chase as it is a split second telling you that you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. It wasn't hard, it was frustrating and just plain not fun. I hate games who's end challenge is a
different set of gameplay from the rest of the game. And I hate mazes, and I hate insta-death, super fast enemies, and I hate
fetch quests, so the last level is all of that rolled together. Oh, and you have to gather 5 balls without one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-up, if you do, you start all over.

All in all, really fun, worth the buy, last level can suck on a hairy, sweaty, smegma covered nutsack.. Good gameplay but I can't
get any sound.. wow
.
.
.
ooh
ouch
...
ouch*∞. This game was exactly what I was craving. A basic dungeon crawl with some puzzles and enough story to keep you
going. Don't look at this as a big time AAA production, but for what it is, it's well done. I'm an old school gamer so graphics
don't matter that much. They aren't bad but nothing that hasn't been done better by older titles. The ambient effects and monster
sounds are quiet good and add suspense to the exploration. The game length was a tad short , but that's OK as so many RPG'S
try to out-epic each other, and Ruzar doesn't feel the need to do that. I'm looking forward to a sequel, and seeing what the
developer adds to an already solid platform.. in the middle of reading:
"a tale of love, romance, and friendship" is a perfect word to describe this one
this game giving a great story from each of the given main character
it even give scenario mode so it easier to replay a scene that's want to be replayed without searching the load data
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(well.... although it didn't give the video mode to replay the opening theme it's still great enough)
never mind this last part which i wrote first time

after reading:
and so..... i finally finished reading it and....... i can only say wow.....
this VN got my attention 100%
the story got far more great than i've expected, the story didn't looked what it look like when first read so anyone who haven't
read this VN yet......Prepare yourself to be shocked by the development of the story ^-^. MICRON on PC \/ Steam
Score 9 \/ 10

Emerging from the fuzzy morning brain I grabbed a hot cup of java and slipped into this light and esthetic puzzle experience.
Toe tapping to gentle \u2018chillout house music\u2019, I choreographed bouncing balls in 2D Minimalist geometric mazes and
helped them \u2018exit\u2019 to the next levels. Sixty-three puzzles, six hours, 6 minutes a puzzle: Nice.

Game score 9 \/ 10
10 \/ exemplary execution of the genre with compelling innovation
9 \/ exemplary execution, don\u2019t miss out; for fans of the genre and the curious alike
8 \/ for well done not a must play, fans of the genre and newbs will be happy it is well done
7 \/ for calibrated expectations only, fans of the genre would not miss out if they skipped this
6 \/ only for serious fans of the genre for whom game play with bugs is acceptable
5 \/ enough bugs to make me unhappy

May 2016. Excellent game well worth full price. Best MMA on pc relaxing and great fun. Even runs on my old i3 laptop
perfectly. Recommended.. I saw Pyrocynical play it.... Buy the dip and keep HODL.
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this is a fantastic game to make fun of. I can't play on this DLC , but I already bought :(. It's Borderlands. There isn't much more
you can say. Great story great gameplay.. I have bought early access before and they have been far more developed than this, its
very frustrating to play, its clunky and feels very dated, you do not appear to be able to save the game and come back to it.
I play games at night so with this game I am always night fishing because you cannot change the time of day, which also means I
am playing in a drab grey world all of the time.
So am still waiting for that great Carp fishing experience on my PC, this ceratinly isn't it.. Bought this game for a friend and he
plays everyday now got it for him about a month ago and he already has 300 hours + it is a great game
would\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665again. Awesome Engine for making RPG Games. It already has everything you
need, but you can also add your own character images, sprites, sounds, and more.. Sorry but this game is not a good one despites
the 'positive' users reviews right now. It's not a rythm game because of the controls of the ball which revolves around the tube
continously which make the controls to be totally unrelated with the tempo. There's no online scores, no achievment, no level,
no challenge, UI is clumsy and ingame soundtracks are unpleasant. If you like these kind of games, try Dub Dash or Riff Racer
instead, but avoid this one. I got it at 10cts, but hopefully I will have the possibility to sell the cards to get my refund.. Darkstone
is a fantastic RPG game with a strong storyline and engaging gameplay mechanics. It reminds me of old-school RPGs like
Dungeons and Dragons, and definitely has nostalgic elements embedded in it.

The graphics are cool and vintage, the sounds and music are relevant and the game itself has a lot of variety of classes,
characters and overall gameplay choices. The further you get into the game, the more challenge it throws at you!

Recommended!

Fix is on the way:
Problem in Gentleman Jim's has been confirmed and should be fixed; a new build will be up shortly.. New build:
A new build is online with some fixes, but now the ghosts (and possibly more) in Gentleman Jim's Menswear are possibly
behaving strangely. If there's a problem, will attempt to fix as soon as possible.. Version 0.39:
Version 0.39
The new version includes the following bug fixes:
- Fixed the bug which made it impossible to set a new screen resolution under Settings.
- Fixed a mannequin bug that sometimes caused the game to lock up.
- Another tweak of the RNG.
. New build uploaded:
Version 0.13 has been uploaded.

Changes include:
- Some new options in the user settings menu
- Some small fixes and tweaks

The upcoming "sabotage" gameplay should add a new dimension to the game: sabotage competitors by placing traps and pranks
in their store after hours, or defend your own store by finding and neutralizing traps set by competitors (or at least set off the
traps on yourself to spare others. Someone needs to take one for the team).. New volumetric procedural surfaces in mining
tunnels:
Work-in-progress: new surface for mining tunnels, produced mathematically on-the-fly so that the pattern is extremely varied
and volumetric, based on 3D coordinates so it looks more like actual rock veins, although right now this isn't also the case for
surface normal mapping.

The top image shows how the color pattern extends seamlessly from the wall to the ceiling because the pattern is calculated
based on 3D coordinates, treated as a fully 3D pattern like actual rock veins extending through a volume.
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. New Device - The "Anomaly Radar":
The latest build includes a new device: Melvin Gumm's "Anomaly Radar", which displays a radar-esque representation of the
location of nearby anomalies. The device is available at one of the upper ranks.

Screenshot of the device.
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. New build with important fixes:
- Fixed a severe bug that sometimes prevented any entities from spawning after a certain point.

- Fixed glitch that seemed to use old rank point levels rather than the new, lower ones. So when you play the game again, you
may find yourself suddenly promoted (meaning you should have been promoted before).

- Mining tunnel surfaces are now procedural, with mathematically-generated rock veins that look like they extend through the
material in three dimensions. Some of the wooden board surfaces are now partly randomized, although others still need to be
updated.

- Shadow LOD now has smooth transitions rather than instantly popping in.

- The "Anomaly Radar" (available at upper ranks) had previously displayed electrical appliances as anomalies (since they emit
electromagnetic radiation), which has now been fixed. So that refrigerator no longer shows up as a ghost.

- Some other fixes and additions, including a wondrous bit of apparel at the final rank.
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